FASTT Math

• FASTT stands for Fluency and Automaticity through Systematic Teaching with Technology
• FASTT Math is a math application designed
  – to increase a student’s ability to recall basic of the following operations
    • Addition
    • Subtraction
    • Multiplication
    • Division
What is FASTT Math?

• FASTT Math is a proven research-based program that acts as practice tool to aid in your child’s capacity to more accurately retain math facts.

• FASTT Math:
  – assesses student’s fluency
  – provides systematic, adaptive instruction and practice to fill in any gaps in student skills
  – creates a foundation for the development of higher-order math skills
Who is FASTT Math designed for?

- All second, third and fourth grade students are provided FASTT Math accounts.
- Fifth and sixth graders, who have been identified by their classroom teachers as someone who could benefit from using the program are also provided accounts.
- Your child’s teacher will:
  - monitor their progress over time
  - change the operation when needed
  - determine when the program is no longer needed
Accessing FASTT Math

• The students use the same username and password at home as they do in school to log into FASTT Math.
  • Username: first initial, last name (ex. jsmith)
  • Password: Initials followed by their 3 digit number (ex: js871)

• Your child can access FASTT Math at home on the district website under the “For Students” drop-down menu.

http://northbellmoreschools.org/site/default.aspx?PageID=1
Accessing FASTT Math From Home

- Accessing FASTT Math is simple.
- Visit the district website at www.northbellimoreschools.org
- The students then click on the tab labeled “For Students” in the drop down menu.
- They then select FASTT Math and proceed logging in as they would in school.

Demo of FASTT Math
FASTT Math Results

Fast facts are the facts that your child has mastered.

Focus facts are the facts that your child is working towards mastering.

Study facts are the facts that your child will work on next once the focus facts are mastered.
The students are shown in yellow the facts they will be focusing on for the day. Then will then will be prompted to move onto a review.
This page helps the students to review the new focus facts before they begin the lesson. They can “See It” to learn more or continue onto the lesson.
Once the students have completed the introduction and review, they then begin their lesson with an emphasis on those targeted “Focus Facts”. Lessons typically last anywhere from 10-15 minutes.
After the lesson is complete, the students are then given a choice of several timed games they can play. The games review the Fast Facts they have mastered and the Focus Facts they are working on mastering.